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1. Introduction 

Corundum (α-Al2O3, sapphire) is important radiation-resistant 

material with potential applications for components of diagnostic 

windows and breeder blankets [1–4]. Radiation-induced changes 

in structural and optical properties of radiation-exposed α-Al2O3 

crystalline materials are mainly associated with aluminium and 

oxygen vacancies (VAl and VO) as well as complementary Frenkel 
pairs containing both vacancies and impurity atoms (Oi+VO, 

Ali+VAl) [5–9]. The vacancies in oxygen sublattice result in the 

formation of electronic defects (color centers) with trapped one or 

two electrons electrons (the F+ and F centers, respectively) [8–

12]. It means that defects in their highest charge states are more 

stable under majority of conditions, however, in some cases the 
neutral defects can exist as well [13]. 

Properties of interstitial impurity atoms Oi are much less 

known as compared to those for electron centers, due to absence 

of magnetic moment and optical absorption in a suitable energy 

range. Recent studies reveal that in most binary oxides (as well as 

in alkali halides) [14,15] the anion interstitials are noticeably 
more mobile than complementary vacancies. Therefore, an 

interstitial diffusion determines the equilibrium defect 

concentration at elevated temperatures [16].  

Ab initio calculations of Oi interstitials in different charge 

states have been performed so far for a number of binary metal 

oxides. It was predicted that interstitial oxygen atoms could form 
peroxide-like split interstitials (dumbbells) with the regular 

oxygen atoms in binary metal oxides MgO [17], α-Al2O3 [18,19], 

ZnO (wurtzite) [20], SnO2 [21], TiO2 (anatase) [22], CeO2 

[23,24], monoclinic HfO2 [25] as well as  in complex oxide 

12CaO·7Al2O3 [26]. In most cases, the O-O distance is about 1.4–

1.5 Å (table 1). Calculations performed for negatively charged 
oxygen interstitials reveal that it can result in an increase of the 

O-O distance around regular oxygen site [25,27], or interstitial 

oxygen can occupy empty octahedral site, where O-O distance is 

> 2 Å [23]. In binary metal oxides, split interstitials were 

observed experimentally in pure and defective SrO [28] or MgO 

[29] with cation vacancies, while in ZnO [30], Oi was found to be 

dominating acceptor responsible for loss of charge carriers upon 
electron irradiation. 

Table 1.  Bond lengths of O-O species in binary metal oxides. 
 

Oxide O-O distance, Å 

MgO O2
2- 1.36 (1.38)a 

Al2O3 (corundum) O2
- 1.44b,c 

CeO2 O2
2- 1.45, Oi in octahedral 

position 2.36d,e 

TiO2 (anatase) O2
2-  1.46f 

Monoclinic HfO2  Oreg-Oi
0 1.51, Oreg-Oi

1- 2.01,  

Oreg-Oi
2- 2.36g 

ZnO (wurtzite) O2
2-  1.46h 

 a
 Ref.[17],b  Ref.[18],c Ref.[19],d  Ref.[23],e Ref.[24],f Ref.[22],g  Ref.[25],h  Ref.[20]. 

Previously, we have performed hybrid DFT-LCAO 

calculations on the atomic and electronic structure for a neutral Oi 

atoms in -Al2O3 using the so-called site symmetry approach 

[31]. For corundum, we have simulated migration trajectories of 

neutral Oi atoms [19] as well as atomic structures of both charged 
single Oi

- interstitials and dumbbells [27].  

In this paper, we present the results of simulations on charged 

Oi
-
 interstitials in different configurations of defective -Al2O3 

bulk based of the site symmetry approach [32] and its diffusion 

along the different migration paths. We also estimated the 

activation barriers along these migration paths and have described 
the structural relaxation and interaction of Oi

- anion with the 
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nearest atoms of regular lattice. For better understanding of this 

defect, we also have performed a careful analysis of both 

calculated density of states (DOS) and vibrational frequency for 

the ground-state configuration. These results could help to 

analyze the experimental data on defect accumulation and 

annealing kinetics. 

2. Computational details 

Defective corundum crystal containing single-charged 
interstitial oxygen ion has been calculated using spin-polarized 

DFT-LCAO method with the B3PW hybrid exchange-correlation 

functional [33] as implemented in CRYSTAL14 package [34]. 

We have used the all-valence BS for atomic GTFs of oxygen 

(constructed using pure s- and d- as well as hybrid sp-AOs in the 

form of 6s-2111sp-1d as described elsewhere) [35] as well as the 
effective core pseudopotential (ECP) with 3s23p1 external shell 

developed for aluminium [36]. For the integration within the 

reciprocal lattice, sampling the Brillouin zone with the 4×4×4 

Monkhorst-Pack mesh realizes in order to provide a balanced 

summation in direct and reciprocal space of 120 atom supercell 

[37].  
Within the SCF procedure, we have chosen the accuracies 

(tolerances) 7, 7, 7, 7, 14 for calculations of Coulomb and 

exchange integrals [34]. The SCF convergence threshold for the 

total electron energy has been set to either 10-7 a.u. for geometry 

optimization and total energy calculations or 10-9 a.u. for 

calculations of vibrational frequencies. The frozen phonon 
method (direct method) has been used [38,39]. The effective 

charges as well as the magnetic moments on atoms have been 

estimated using Mulliken population analysis [40]. In our LCAO 

calculations, one additional electron has been added to the Oi sp 

orbital allowing relaxation in the self-consistent calculations in 

order to make calculations of charged supercells, and, thus, Oi
- 

anions. Moreover, the difference between the numbers of spin-up 

and spin-down electrons has been fixed one throughout all the 

spin-polarized calculations. To calculate the charged supercells, a 

uniform background charge density has neutralized the charge in 

the reference cell [34]. Our selected computational scheme 

reproduces the bulk properties of perfect corundum very 
precisely, as demonstrated recently [31]. The pseudo-dumbbell 

solution was obtained by using the relaxed structure from the 

diamagnetic dumbbell configuration as initial state. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Basic properties of Oi
- anion in corundum   

We have demonstrated recently that the Oi
- defect in -Al2O3 

forms a “dumbbell”-like (hereafter, pseudo-dumbbell) structure 

[27], where the distance (dO-O) between Oi
- and nearest regular 

oxygen atom (Oreg) is 1.87 Å. The Mulliken analysis 

demonstrates that both oxygen species are equivalent, i.e., each 

atom forms three bonds with the nearest Al atoms (the 

corresponding Oi-Al distances equal to 1.85, 1.87 and 2.00 Å) and 

holds the atomic charge of -0.80 e. In contrast, other oxygen 

atoms in the supercell have four neighboring Al atoms and, 
consequently, larger atomic charge of ~-1 e. On the other hand, 

we have used recently the so-called site symmetry approach for 

defective -Al2O3 crystal [31] in order to find the most stable 

configuration for the neutral Oi interstitial. We have demonstrated 

in that study the formation of well-known diamagnetic dumbbell 

configuration. In the present study, we use the site symmetry 
approach for the charged Oi

- defects in corundum to deeper 

discuss possible differences between both kinds of dumbbells and 

to compare their properties.  

The site symmetry approach gives a number of possible 

defect configurations depending on the defect’s position 

regarding to Wyckoff positions in crystal lattice and its splitting 

in the supercell model. In our calculations the defective crystal 

represented the 121 atoms supercell with the space group P3- due 

to inserting Oi in the Wyckoff position 2b (vacant Wyckoff 

position with the coordinates (0,0,0) in the primitive unit cell).  

As shown in Ref. 31, the splitting of Wyckoff position 2b leads to 
the following site symmetries: S1(6g), S2(3e), S3(2d), S6(1a), 

where SP denotes the site symmetry point group with P point 

symmetry operations. The site symmetry approach suggested 

several solutions for the neutral [31] and charged oxygen 

interstitial defects. The calculated solutions are distinguished by 

the interatomic distances (d), the atomic charges (q) and the Oi 
magnetic moments (µ). Also, the analysis of DOS revealed 

important information on such defects.   

     As expected, due to electrostatic interactions between the 

charged Oi and neighboring Alreg lattice atoms, the distance 

between Oi and Oreg atom is always larger than for neutral oxygen 

interstitial independently of the solution obtained. Nevertheless, 
in the most stable configuration, dO-O = 1.87 Å. In this case, the 

atomic charges and magnetic moments of both oxygens are the 

same, i.e., 0.79 e and 0.49 μB, respectively. Because of such a 

symmetrical behavior, we call this a pseudo-dumbbell. Other 

configurations, in the site symmetry approach, show larger dO-O 

(table 2 for S1 and S3 sites) and less favorable in energy: 0.55 eV 
for S1 and 1.33 eV for S3. Notice that the solutions for S1 and S2 

as well as for S3 and S6 are identical and, thus, are not present in 

table 2. The increased values of dO-O correlate with the slightly 

smaller qOi as compared to the pseudo-dumbbell. It means also 

that Oreg should have the atomic charges (-0.95 and -0.96 e) 

which are very close to those for other host oxygens in the 
supercell. Consequently, Oreg (0.10 μB for S1 and 0.05 μB for S3) 

decrease whereas μOi increase (0.81 μB for S1 and 0.76 μB for S3).      

Table 2  Results obtained for Oi
-
 atom placed in four different split 

vacant positions and pseudo-dumbbell configuration. 1NN and 2NN 
denote first and second nearest neighbours, q and μ atomic charge 
and magnetic moment (in e and μB, respectively). Mulliken bond 
populations (e) are given for the interaction between Oi and nearest 
Oreg only. 

Position  Pseudo-dumbbell S1 (S2) S3 (S6) 

Point  

Symmetry 
C1 C1 C3 

1NN 

Distance dO-

Al, Å 

2 Al 

1.85 

1.87 

2 Al 

1.80 

2 Al 

1.80 

2NN 

Distance dO-

O, Å 

O 

1.87 

2O 

2.14 

6O 

2.22 

Bond 
population 

Oi-Oreg, e 

-0.14 -0.06 -0.02 

qOi/μOi -0.79/0.49 -0.58/0.81 -0.61/0.76 

qOreg/μOreg -0.79/0.49 -0.95/0.10 -0.96/0.05 

3.2. Oi
- migration paths and barriers energy 

The stable pseudo-dumbbell configuration in corundum 

supercell discussed above is a starting point for simulation on 
migration paths (Fig. 1). Migration path calculations were 

performed by freezing Oi coordinates and fully optimising 

geometry of the rest supercell. Then, the distance between Oi and 
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the host oxygen atom (Oreg) was changed in the initial 

configuration and procedure recurs. We performed calculations 

on 10 points for each trajectory. In the last point of each 

trajectory, we performed optimization without coordinate 

freezing, to obtain lowest energy solution. If the final dumbbell 

configuration in last point was the same as at the starting point, 
the migration path considered valid. We assume that Oi

- and 

vacancy are enough separated which does not affect Oi
- migration. 

Fig. 1 presents seven possible migration paths towards the 

nearest regular oxygen atoms, with distances ranging from 2.18 Å 

to 3.11 Å. Three trajectories (2.52 Å, 2.64 Å and 3.11 Å) lie very 

closely to high-symmetrical octahedral position. Thus we 
consider paths are V-VII very similar to those described in our 

previous paper [27], where the energy barrier for migration 

through centre of octahedra was estimated as 0.76 eV.  Therefore, 

they are not discussed here in details. 

Figure 1. Atop view of seven possible migration paths for Oi
- atom 

(shown as orange ball). Gray-brown balls correspond to Al atoms, 
while light and dark red atoms correspond to O atoms in different 
planes. Pseudo-dumbbell is shown as a dashed rectangle 

 

Figure 2. The energy curves for four migration paths of interstitial Oi
- 

atom with the estimated energy barriers. 

 
The energy curves for four new Oi

- migration paths are shown in 

Fig. 2: two of them (I and IV) reveal energy barrier and end up by 
forming new dumbbell with a host oxygen atom; whereas two 

others (II and III) show only energy rise along the Oi
-  

displacement. To interpret these results, let took a closer look on 

Oi
- surrounding along each path. Table 3 shows Oi surrounding at  

Table 3 Oi
- configurations at the top of energy barriers along the 

migration trajectories (Fig. 2). NN denotes nearest neighbors. 

Trajectory I II III IV 

Energy barrier, 

eV 

1.0 >2.26 >1.78 0.76 

 

NN 

Distance, Å  

Al 1.76  
O 1.87 

Al 1.89 
Al 2.11 

Al 1.66  

Al 1.71   

O 1.83   

O 2.14 

Al 1.72  

Al 1.90  

Al 1.93   

O 1.94  
O 1.98 

Al 1.85 

O 1.92 

O 1.95  

Al 1.98 

Bond population 

of Oi with NN  

0.346  
-0.147 
0.324  
0.234 

0.506 

0.444  

-0.149 

-0.089 

0.466 

0.252 

0.226  

-0.098  

-0.084 

0.298  

-0.159 

-0.146  

0.240 

 

maximum energy point. The lowest estimated I and IV barriers 

for migration are 0.8-1.0 eV. Obviously, maximum impact on the 
energy gain along the paths have the nearest Al atoms. While 

paths with minimal barriers lie near octahedral site, trajectories 

with higher energy go through tetrahedral sites, where Oi
- 

becomes very close to Al atoms and this results in formation of 

Al-O bonds, which make further diffusion impossible. Similar 

behaviour was observed in our previous calculations [27], where 
the migration barrier was determined by Al-O bond breaking and 

switching. Trajectories I and IV with smaller starting Oi-Oreg 

distance (Fig. 1) show energy barrier for migration. While II and 

III had energy higher for 0.7-1.2 eV after displacing Oi atom for 

more than 1.2 Å from initial position. Thus, those trajectories 

were considered unsuitable for further calculations. Semi-
covalent bonding observed in corundum experimentally [41], 

characterized by oxygen atomic charge -0.9 e. Therefore, in the 

case of a neutral Oi stronger Oi-Oreg interaction occurs due to 

charge redistribution, where Oi acts as an electron acceptor. For 

charged interstitial atomic charge is similar to regular oxygen 

atoms (0.79 e vs. 0.99 e) with charge of 0.2 e transferred towards 
Al atoms. 

3.3. Electronic structure of pseudo-dumbbell configuration  

The calculated projected DOS for the calculations of pseudo-

dumbbell and position of Oi
- at S1 and S3 (Fig. 3). As known,  in 

-Al2O3 the valence band consists of O 2p electrons whereas the 

Al electrons contribute mainly to the conduction band. The 
changes due the presence of Oi

- are seen from additional defect 

bands in the band gap, and their position depends on the structure 

configuration obtained. The two peaks seen for spin-up (at ~-1.5 

and 0 eV) and spin-down (at -2 and -1 eV) electrons before the 

Fermi energy in fig. 3a (pseudo-dumbbell) are due to fully 

occupied px and py orbitals and partly occupied pz  orbital. One of 
these peaks in the spin-up state, namely at 0 eV, corresponds to 

the unpaired electron occupying the pz orbital. The energy 

splitting between p orbitals as seen  in fig. 3a below the Fermi 

energy makes the difference in the behavior of neutral dumbbell 

and charged Oi (pseudo-dumbbell) defects in -Al2O3 (see our 

calculated DOS for neutral dumbbell Oi in ref. 31). The observed 
difference in the behaviour of these two defects is to large extent 

explained by larger dO-O in the case of charged defect (1.44 vs 

1.87 Å). Since the pz orbital of Oi is only partly occupied, there 

appears one more additional peak above the Fermi energy.  
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The qualitative picture for the S1-position (fig. 3b) is very 

similar. The energy splitting effect as discussed for the pseudo-

dumbbell defect is also seen in fig. 3b. However, the band due to 

the additional electron in the spin-down state lies at the Fermi 

energy. So, the molecular orbitals are filled in very similar 

manner in the cases of pseudo-dumbbell defect and S1 position.  

Figure 3. Density of states (DOS) for calculations of pseudo-
dumbbell Oi configuration (a), S1 (b) and S3 (c). Negative values 
correspond to spin down electrons. The Fermi energy is taken as 
zero. Oi DOS corresponds to right y-axis 

 
Here the bond population analysis is quite informative, too, 

and helps to deeper understand the behavior of Oi
- in different 

configurations. It reveals a negative value of -0.14 e for the 

interaction of Oi
- and Oreg atoms but positive values of 0.30 e and 

0.32 e for the interaction of Oi
- and the two neighboring Al atoms 

(table 2) in the pseudo-dumbbell configuration. Such values of 
bond population are consistent with the equal magnetic moment 

and atomic charge on Oi and Oreg. In contrast, the S1- and S3 

positions for Oi
- are characterized by lower negative values of the 

bond population for the interactions of Oi
- with Oreg atoms. The 

negative values of bond population (table 2) could demonstrate 

the trend of instability of Oi
- at S1 and S3 positions.       

On the basis of present DOS and Mulliken population analysis 

we could suggest that the full description and characterization of 

charged or neutral Oi in -Al2O3 should be based on the energetic 

parameter like the formation energy, the structure parameter like 

the distance between Oi and Oreg, electronic structure with the 

help of DOS, and bond population.         
Calculated vibrational frequencies for pseudo-dumbbell 

configuration do not show common vibration between Oi
- and 

Oreg. However, there are two vibrational frequencies around 877 

and 937 cm-1 formed by bending and stretching of Al and O 

bonds, which are involved in pseudo-dumbbell formation. While 

in case of neutral Oi, Oi-Oreg had vibrational frequency of 1067 cm-

1, which is typical for peroxides O2
2- [31]. 

 
4. Conclusions 

The estimated lowest energy barrier for migration of neutral Oi 

is ~1.3 eV [19]. In partly covalent corundum the regular oxygen 
atomic charge is -0.9 e [41]. Therefore, in the case of a neutral Oi 

stronger Oi-Oreg interaction occurs due to charge redistribution 

within a dumbbell. Instead, for a charged interstitial the atomic 

charge is similar to a regular oxygen atoms (-0.79e vs. -0.99e) 

and thus charge is redistributed more towards Al atoms without 

making a strong chemical O-O bond. This explains absence of the 
vibrational frequencies within a pseudo-dumbbell. Its migration 

energy 0.8-1.0 eV is noticeably smaller than for a neutral 

interstitial, in agreement with the experimental data [42]. 
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